Types of Positions

Operations

North America’s transmission grid has been described as the most complex machine in the world. No one understands that better than the Operations group that manages AltaLink’s more than 11,000 kilometres of transmission lines and approximately 260 substations.

Through a combination of the management and maintenance of our existing assets and the introduction of cost-effective transmission solutions to the Alberta Electric System Operator (AESO), AltaLink will continue to be a leader in the development of Alberta’s transmission system to meet our customers’ growing needs.

In order to do this we require a broad range of skill sets for the variety of positions which include project managers, project engineers, control centre operators, schedulers, maintenance and planning engineers, transmission maintenance positions, right of way positions, substation engineers, project control analysts, telecom design engineers, engineering technologists, concept engineers, SCADA engineer, protection and control engineers, health and safety positions, engineers in training, transmission lineman, relay technologists, substation technologists, system operation engineer, land specialists, telecommunications and more.

Finance

AltaLink’s Corporate Finance team works together to manage AltaLink’s financial responsibilities including investor relations, accounts payable and receivable, financial reporting, budgeting, internal audit and payroll. Corporate Finance is also home to the Bill 198 project team which is currently reviewing all processes that have an impact on financial reporting. Positions include accounts payable, financial reporting analyst, payroll assistant, accountant, capital asset accountant, budget analyst and financial specialists to name a few.

Information Technology

One of the key strategic goals of the Information Technology department is to help AltaLink’s end users perform their jobs more effectively. IT works to make the technological and practical infrastructure help the users work smarter, not harder. IT strives to introduce effective technology to enhance accomplishments and
bring positive and constructive changes to the working environment. Positions include application specialists, SAP specialists, analysts, help desk, programmers, IT support and more.

Communications

AltaLink’s Communications team, housed within the Law & Public Affairs department, operates similar to a full-service communications agency. The team works closely with each department within AltaLink to address specific communications requirements. The Communications group offers strategic communication planning for internal and external audiences, media relations, research and analysis and investor relations. Positions include internal and external communications, analysts and communication specialists.

Human Resources

The job of Human Resources is to contribute to AltaLink's success, and people are an integral part of business success. Human Resources, in partnership with management, ensures that everyone at AltaLink receives the professional advice, guidance and support necessary to succeed in their roles. Positions include expertise in labour relations, employee benefits & compensation, recruitment, learning and development and generalist roles.

Please note the positions available are not limited to the above listed.